
“The art of getting rich consists not in industry, much less in saving, but in a 
better order, in timeliness, in being at the right spot.” Ralph Waldo Emerson.

Every now and then, the stars align. We haven’t 

seen an easy trade in the market since probably 

last year about this time. Ever since January this 

year, it has been a tough trade to take, whether 

that be long or short. This week, that looks to 

change.

Sentiment around blogoland, is as always mixed. 

You can find a bear or bull case. The institutions 

are probably a little more bearish. One of the 

quirks of the market is that it generally inflicts 

the most pain.

This week we have a number of signals, that all 

align, and tell the same story. Interestingly, that 

story is probably the trade that would not first 

intuitively occur to most. The signals are all long.

COT Analysis

Last week, a huge surge in Commercial buying, 

at +102% kept the market moving. This week, 

an even larger surge in Commercial buying at 

+107% kept the market near multi-year highs. 

This has resulted in back-to-back +11% changes 

in the COT index. At these levels, that is unusual, 

and therefore, we should pay attention. So signal 

#1, the COT signal. This signal alone is the 

most valuable signal. When it combines with the 

following signals, we really need to look carefully.

Operation Twist

Last week, Operation Twist actually took 

around $1 billion out of liquidity. Last week the 

S&amp;P500 had a tough week, just holding 

on. This week we have a +$15 billion increase 

in liquidity, with an announcement on Friday of 

the September schedule. The Commercials last 

week held the market up, this week, with a large 

increase in liquidity, they could break the market 

out of its range.

Technicals

On a weekly basis we see the breakout higher, 

fading back to test support, the previous high, 

and that support holding. The stage is now set for 

the breakout proper.

Hedge Funds

The Hedge Funds are net short the highest since 

June. Hedge Funds are not known for holding 

onto positions for any length of time. They 

potentially in covering their short positions, could 

add significant additional buying power to any 

move higher.
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Max Risk = $145 @ $95.oo

Max Reward = $105 @ $97.50

B/E = $96.45

Macro-picture

This week we have Bernanke at Jackson Hole. The 

Federal Reserve has been hinting all week that 

they are not yet finished intervening in financial 

markets. With the window of opportunity starting 

to countdown to the November Presidential 

election, it starts to increase the possibilities of at 

least an announcement of Fed action.

Europe, is preparing to sanction an ECB policy 

of inflation. Or rather, of increased inflation. 

For financial markets, this will eventually create 

higher nominal prices. The commodities markets 

are showing effects of the slowdown in China. Of 

course lower commodity prices, help producers, 

restoring margins, another headwind that might 

slow stocks, could be reduced.

With the exception of China, macro-monetary 

policy world-wide looks to increase its liquidity, and 

hence, common stocks, are the likely recipients 

currently of this largess from government, funded 

by the taxpayer.

In summary

This week, we want to be long the market. The 

trend has been consistently higher. The resistance 

point has been broken, and retested as support, 

which held. The breakout trade is now technically, 

legitimate. There are also internal market factors 

which lend credence to the technical picture. The 

high probability trade is long. Stay with it, or take 

a long position. Manage the risk, certainly, but 

banish thoughts of going short this week from 

your mind.

Equity Put/Call

Is trending. The signal is consistent with a higher 

market. While the market is statistically high, the 

Put/Call ratio is not.

Backwardation

The market remains in backwardation. This is no 

surprise, interest rates are negative. There are no 

returns available in short-term Treasury markets. 

This forces a risk assumption position.

Psychology

Opening a long position here, at these levels, is 

psychologically, difficult. Which is of course why it 

is likely the correct trade.

Sector Rotation

This variable is appearing across blogoland. 

Essentially sector rotation provides new groups 

of stocks to assume leadership, allowing former 

leaders to rest/correct, without creating a break 

in the over-all market. This is apparent in the 

market currently. Financials are setting up to 

assume leadership.

Trade of the Week

With financials poised, I have selected another 

financial. DFT. The problem is that there is not 

an attractive Option trade. The position will have 

to be traded with common stock, which requires 

much more hands on management. The second 

choice, from a technical perspective is NKE. NKE 

however has a very attractive Options trade.

Price

Cost

Buy 1 NKE Sep12 95 Call $1.45 $145.00

Sell -1 NKE Sep12 97.5 Call



Disclaimer:
The information found in this report should not be considered to be investment advice. Any investment decisions you make should 
be based solely on your evaluation of your financial circumstances, investment objectives, risk tolerance, and liquidity needs. 
The author is not a registered investment advisor and does not represent the information in this report as a recommendation for 
readers to buy or sell the securities under discussion. All information contained herein is believed to be accurate at the time the 
information is posted. However, it is possible that errors may exist n this report. The reader should conduct his or her own due 
diligence and not, under any circumstances, rely on any of the information presented on this site. All liability for the content of 
this report, including any omissions, inaccuracies, errors, or misstatements is expressly disclaimed. Always complete your own 
due diligence. The author will disclose positions held in securities under discussion at the time of posting.
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duCati System

Remains long. In September, the Options that we 

sold will likely expire worthless, thus we pocket 

the premium as pure profit on both sides of the 

trade. As we are long, any rise in the market 

will also add to our capital gains, which stand 

currently at circa 14% for the year, actually, a 

little over the year.

I have a sell order at $153.oo on the SPY, if and 

when, the index should trade at that level. At this 

point, I would sell some stock, locking in profits. 

Until next week, jog on, duc. 


